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Floating Type Rubber Fender

Floating Rubber fender has a very good buoyancy index, which ensures that it is placed at a very good
water level. We usually Applicable for Pier and dock the with large tide scope and emergency purpose.
this product is divided into specific outer rubber layer, inner rubber layer, steel bar and hook for chain.
Floating Rubber fender can be independently applied to the ship and the dock, to provide
comprehensive protection for it. It is important to emphasize that the Floating Rubber fender must be
mounted on a sturdy structure or mounting board.

In fact, this product has been born for a long time, we
combine the products before feedback to improve it,
either from the material or from the production process
to use the new technology and equipment, so it has
better absorption effect.

Floating Type Rubber fender
Floating Rubber fender performance which can be
positioned at the ideal waterline.

Easy and fast for installation
Applicable for pier and dock with large tide scope, and

emergency purpose.

Our marine rubber fender have already produce this kind of products for over 20 years, and severed
kinds of customs.

Inflatable rubber fender manufacturers - DPN believe that with our rich experience, we can offer
suggestions to make the most suitable scheme.

Marine fender products are dominant products of our inflatable rubber fender factory, we are one of the
oldest China marine fender products manufacturers, to participate in the preparation of the China
marine fender China rubber product standards and product standards, is China Rubber Products
Association, Chinese fender Products Association member company.

We provide customers with the best solution, it is not just the product itself, but also the overall
equipment compatibility, convenient installation, as well as the maintenance. At present, our products
have been widely used in China major shipyards, including Jiangnan Shipyard, shipyard, Whampoa
shipyard etc. In the European market, our products have also been widely used in Russia, Denmark and
other ports. In accordance with customer requirements, we provide products that meet national
standards, including Russian national standards, Norway national standards, and so on.
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For the very best end-to-end solutions, please connect inflatable rubber fender manufacturers china -
DPNRUBBER Workstation, you will get the reply within 24 hours.

Buy quality inflatable rubber fender from us!
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